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Abstract" By examining thin sections and by use of
the more strongly absorbed Ti Ka radiation rather
than Fe Ka radiation it was found possible to obtain useful transmission Kossel patterns from iron
that had been deformed 40% by rolling. Examination
of the as-deformed material showed large misorientations in all the matrix grains (20-54) and many
of the grains showed deformation bands where the
orientation changed rapidly (up to 15 over distances of 50 m). On annealing the material recrystallized by strain-induced boundary migration
with all the invaded grains being those with (iii)
parallel to the rolling plane. Only one example
was found of new grain formation by mutual invasion
across a deformation band, the main nucleation mode
previously observed in aluminum deformed 40% by
compression. The difference between the two examples appears to arise from the smaller misorientations of the deformation bands in rolled iron.

INTRODUCTION
The process of nucleation of new grains in coldworked metals is extremely heterogeneous on the scale
of many microns so the optical microscope is still a
major tool used in studying the process. With the current availability of Kossel x-ray diffraction, using
an electron probe analyser as an efficient means of producing an intense focussed beam of electrons at any accurately determined position, orientation information
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needed to complement the metallographic information can
readily be obtained. 1-s Following the investigations
at Sussex 6, 7 on the deformed state and recrystallization
of aluminium with the transmission Kossel (T.K.) technique (or, more accurately, the seuco-KosseZ technique,
using copper and iron target layers), it was decided to
study the behaviour of iron. This paper reports the development of the technique and initial results of this
study on cold-rolled material; a later publication will
report the results of a more detailed study of iron deformed by compress ion.
TRANSMISSION KOSSEL TECHNIQUE

In the divergent x-ray beam technique, a focussed
beam of electrons on the target surface produces a 1 m
"point" source of x-rays. Bragg diffraction of these
x-rays produces cones of missing characteristic radiation (deficiency conics) and cones of diffracted radiation (diffraction conics) against a background of undiffracted radiation. These cones are recorded on photographic film either on the side of the specimen on
which the electron beam is incident (back-reflection)
or on the opposite side (transmission technique). This
latter, though somewhat more inconvenient in that thin
specimens (i0-i00 m thick) must be produced, is preferred for the study of deformed material as the thickness of the specimens giving the diffraction information
can be controlled. The difficulty for the study of deformed metals is that the Kossel technique is an inherently low contrast technique for producing diffraction
patterns, since the film is irradiated by all the undiffracted radiation. Although this is tolerable when one
is dealing with nearly perfect crystals, after deformation the spread of orientations causes the individual
Kossel lines to become blurred into many Kossel lines
(Figure i), with considerable loss of contrast. It is
sometimes impossible to detect the Kossel patterns at all.
In the present study, T.K. patterns were easily obtained from undeformed iron, in sections 40-60 m
thick, using the Kossel camera fitted into a Microscan 2
electron probe microanalyser 6 with iron as the selftarget material. After deformation of 40% by rolling,
however, the patterns were not detectable even after reducing the foil thickness to 15 m, a technique that had
proved successful with deformed aluminium. 7 The optimum
specimen thickness for T.K. patterns decreases with increased values of the mass absorption coefficient, /p,
of the target’s characteristic radiation by the speci/p for absorption of FeKe by Fe is 71, while
men.
/Q for absorption of CuKe and TiKe by Fe are 317 and
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Figure i. Transmission.Kossel patterns obtained
from iron rolled 40% showing spreads of the Kossel
lines and a single crystal pattern obtained from
a recrystallized grain.
(a) shows the pattern obtained from the deformed matrix grain B in Figure
8 position 15; (b) shows the new grain pattern of
the same orientation of the recrystallized position
9; and (c) the pattern from the invaded grain A
position 3. The larger spreads of the lines in
(c) that are strong in the centre and weak in the
area towards the corner should be noted.
209 respectively.
Use of evaporated copper target films
was unsuccessful in improving contrast, presumably because the high value of /p for copper is due solely to
the production, by fluorescence, of FeK which adds to
the undiffracted background.
However, excellent results
were obtained with an evaporated titanium target layer
(Figure i) and so this was used for the present study.

EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
High purity iron (99.9+%), kindly supplied by the
National Physical Laboratory, was used. The principal
impurities were: C, 0.004 wt%; N, 0.002; O, 0.005;
S, 0.004; P, 0.004; Si, 0.011; Mn, 0.002; AI, 0.002.
The material was supplied as hot-forged plate 50 mm
thick.
Blocks were cut transverse to the plate and annealed in an argon atmosphere for 3 hours at 800C to
produce a large-grained material, and then 3 mm slices
were cut by spark-machining.
The average grain size, as
assessed by the linear intercept method, was of the order of 500 m.
The 3 mm slices were then rolled in 5
passes through a small rolling mill, with 50-mm diameter
rolls, to give a total reduction of 40%. Samples were
annealed for various times at 500C in a salt bath to
establish the softening and recrystallization
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characteristics and on the basis of these results material was selected for detailed study by metallography
and by the T.K. technique, both in the as-deformed state
and after annealing for 20 min, 1 hour and 2 hours.
To produce the T.K. specimems, the rolled slice was
thinned down to i00 m by grinding the slice carefully
on both sides, while it was glued to a holder; the slice
was further thinned by chemical polishing with 5% HF in
i00 volume H202 and finally electropolished to 10-15 m
thickness in a bath of glacial acetic acid (135 ml),
chromic oxide (25 g) and water (7 ml) at 5 volts, 20C
at a current density of 0.2 amp/cm 2. The thin samples
were then etched with 2% nital and examined metalloInteresting regions were photographed and
graphically.
then marked with microhardness indentations to aid in
locating them subsequently in the electron microprobe.
Finally the specimen was coated with a thin (0.7 m)
layer of evaporated titanium by electron-beam heating of
titanium; the evaporation was done slowly to reduce
specimen heating. The thickness of the evaporated metal
was checked by shadowed evaporation onto a glass slide
In adand the shadowed deposit scanned by a Talysurf.
dition the thickness of the evaporated layer was itself
checked by monitoring the count rates of TiKe and FeK
radiation in the electron microprobe. At 13 KeV and
0.15 A these were typically 1400 cps TiK (background
5 cps) and 200 cps of FeK (background i0 cps). Under
these conditions Kossel patterns could be recorded after
40 sec exposure, on Ilford Industrial G x-ray film. The
patterns were then contact-printed onto Ilford line
N2E 50 film to enhance the contrast.
Since the wavelength of TiKe is quite large (0.274
nm) only (ii0) and (200) diffraction conics are produced,
which greatly facilitates identification of the Kossel
conics. The conics were analysed using computer-generated charts 8 so that the angular coordinates of the
poles of the (Ii0) and (200) diffracting planes could
be easily read off, even from deformed samples 7 (Figure
i), and the poles plotted on a stereographic projection.
The results from 3 conics were used and presented as a
construction of all 6 {ii0} poles.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Figure 2 shows the softening due to isothermal annealing and it can be seen that after the annealing times
selected, 20 min, 1 hour and 2 hours, there had been
about 5, 20 and 35% softening. Point-counting had shown
that the fraction recrystallized after these times was
3, 12 and 24% respectively.
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Figure 2. Variation of hardness of iron rolled
40% with annealing time at 450 and 500C. The times
selected for detailed study by the transmission
Kossel technique are shown.

Structure of

As-Deformed

Material

Figure 3 shows the overall view of the region investigated in detail with the rolling direction horizontal (the rolling plane is of course the plane of the
sample).
Several of the grains (A-D) showed heavy strain

Figure 3. The overall view of the sample deformed
40% by rolling with the rolling direction horizontal. The regions studied in more detail (Figures
4-7) are shown.
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markings and evidence of deformation banding. These
grains were selected for detailed investigation as the
studies on aluminium had suggested that deformation bands
I0
were a vital feature of, nucleation of new grains. 7,9,
an
as
having
also
been
postulated
have
bands
Deformation
z
important role in the recrystallization of iron. I,
The structure of grain A is shown in more detail in
Figure 4a; the positions of the individual regions selected for the T.K. patterns are indicated (1-49).

Figure 4a. The deformed structure of grain A of
The numbers mark the positions from which
Figure 3.
T.K. pat terns were taken.
Figure 4b gives the stereographic projection of all the
Since there is a spread of orientation in
(ii0) poles.
each region examined, the points shown are taken from
the centres of the spreads; there is always some uncertainty in this operation so the value of angles between
individual (ii0) poles may differ by a degree or so from
the ideal value of 60 or 90
It is clear that there
in the grain and
is a large spread of orientation (28
that the metallographic evidence for deformation-banding
is borne out by the orientation results, in that there
are 3 separate clusters of orientations. The first one
of these clusters is the light-coloured region (2, 3,
the second the dark-coloured region oc4, 7, 8, etc.)
cupying the bulk of the grain and finally the two physically separate regions 37, 38 and 48, 49, each with the
That there are deformation bands sepsame orientation.
individual
these
regions is shown by the misorarating
ientation of 13 between 46 and 48, sites only 40 m
apart; i0 between 32 and 38 (50 m apart), and II
between 3 and 26, though only 4 between 26 and 32.
Moreover, the local spreads of orientation seen on the
individual Kossel patterns was higher in the deformation
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R.D.

2--4, 7-- 10, 13-- 15

4--6,11,12,16--36, 39--47
37, 38, 48, 49

Figure 4b. The stereographic projections of the
(ii0) poles obtained from the T.K. patterns from
the positions shown in Figure 4a.
bands at the boundaries between the regions, e.g. 5-7
at positions i, 4, i0 and 16 but less than 4 elsewhere
inside the rest of the grain.
(The diffraction information comes from a cone of material of height 10-15 m,
the specimen thickness, and a semi-angle of 21 .)

,

The part of the highly elongated grain B seen in
Figure 5a has an orientation spread of 30
though taking this grain as a whole, the total misorientation is
even larger, 54.
The orientation information in Figure
5b shows that there are 4 separately oriented regions;
the light-coloured region 1-7, the dark region 8-14,
17-20, 27 and 28, and two regions (15,21,22,30 and 31)
and (23-25) which though physically separate, have similar orientations.
Typical individual misorientations
across deformation bands are 14 between 7 and 14, and
15 between 14 and 15. The deformation bands separating
the regions with different orientations, e.g. positions
9, i0, Ii, 12, 13, have larger-than normal local spreads
seen on the individual Kossel patterns. The lightcoloured grain II has a small overall spread of orientation, only i0 in the region shown in Figures 5a and 5b,
and even in the complete grain (Figure 3), the orientation
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Figure 5a.
Figure 3.

The deformed structure of grain B ,of

I--7
8--14, 17--20, 27, 28
15,16, 21--25, 29--31

32--4O

Figure 5b. The stereographic projection of the
(ii0) poles obtained from the T.K. patterns from
the positions shown in Figure 5a.
is quite small for such a large grain, and
spread (20
However, the
shows no signs of deformation-banding.
local spread of orientation seen on individual Kossel
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patterns is quite large (3-5)--later found to be characteristic of grains such as II which have (iii) parallel
to the rolling plane.
Figure 6a shows another example of a grain split
into at least 2 regions of different orientation with a
deformation band separating them. There is a total spread
of as much as 38 even though this is a small grain in

Figure 6a.
Figure 3.

The deformed structure of grain C of

the section studied.
Unfortunately the interesting area
at the top right of the grain with apparently high
local strains and interleaved regions of different orientations could only be partially investigated as the
darker regions were so deformed that no reliable Kossel
patterns could be seen. A further grain that showed incipient deformation banding is shown in Figures 7a and
7b, though here the orientation spreads are small, only
15

Partially Recrystallized Material
Material was studied after 3 different times but
no major differences between the structures produced were
noticed; they will all be discussed together in the order
In all but one
of increased fraction recrystallized.
i
(SIBM)
instance, strain-induced boundary migrationl
was found to be the mechanism by which nucleation ocThe first example is shown in Figure 8a with a
curred.
bulge from grain A invading grain B. The example of
Kossel patterns shown in Figure 1 gives the results from

,
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1-11, 31-66

( 22-- 30

Figure 6b. The stereographic projection of the
(ii0) poles obtained from the T.K. patterns from
the positions shown in Figure 6a.

Figure 7a.
Figure 3.

The deformed structure of grain D of

position 15 in the "parent" grain B, the new "daughter"
grain position 9 and the invaded grain A. Figure 1 and
the plotted results in Figure 8b confirm that the bulge
is a new grain and that since its orientation comes from
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1, 5, 9,14,15, 25, 41, 44, 46
2--4, 6--8,10--13, 16--24, 26--40, 42, 43, 45, 47--69

Figure 7b. The stereographic projection of the
(ii0) poles obtained from the T.K. patterns from
the positions shown in Figure 7a.
within the spread of grain B it is formed, as is suggested by the metallographic appearance, by SIBM. An
interesting observation is that although the parent
grain B had oueraIZ a somewhat larger spread of orientation than the invaded grain, the latter had larger
loca spreads of orientation seen on individual T.K.
patterns; for example 2 and 4 each showed local spreads
of 5 and 5.5 while ii, 12 and 13 each had spreads of
4.0, 3.5 and 4 respectively. However the average misorientation between 2 and 4 and between ii and 12 was
very similar (7-8 ).
Another example of SIBM is shown in Figures 9a and
9b, though in this case SIBM would not have been identified without the T.K. patterns. The two new grains
6 and 7 are invading the two similarly oriented grains
A and A 2. The new grains have orientations within the
spreads of orientation of the very small matrix grain B
(positions 4 and 5). However the existence of a boundary between the new grains and the matrix grain B suggests that the position at which the new grains have
formed on B is out of the plane of polish so that a
boundary, albeit of low angle, can be seen between the
parent and daughter grains. It was again found that the
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Figure 8a. The partially recrystallized structure
obtained by annealing iron rolled 40% at 500C for
20 minutes.

’;’; grain A, 1--8
grain B, 10--24
-] new grain, 9

Figure 8b. The stereographic projection of the (ll0)
poles from the T.K. patterns from the positions
shown in Figure 8a.
The positions marked "grain B"
show the limits of the spreads of the (ii0) poles
from grain B.
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Figure 9a. The partially recrystallized structure
obtained by annealing iron rolled 40% at 500C for
20 minutes.

.:.) grain A1, 1--3
A2, 8--13
( grain B, 4,5
[ new grains, 6,7
\:.; grain

Figure 9b. The stereographic projection of the (Ii0)
poles from the T.K. patterns from the positions shown
in Figure 9a. Matrix grains At and A2 have very similar orientations and are both being invaded by new
grains that have the same orientation as the small
deformed grain B.
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parent grain B had smaller orientation spreads (3-3.5
than those of grains AI and A2 (4-4.5).
Figures 10a, lla and 12a, of nucleation effects
after 1 hour’s annealing, again show that multiple SIBM
is responsible.
In Figure 10a all the bulges 5-13 have
T.K. patterns that are within the spread of matrix
grain B except that it has almost a (i00) rolling plane.
Moreover in this case there is very close agreement
between the average orientation of matrix orientation
18 and new grains 7 and 8 (to within 2)
and also
between matrix 16 and new grain i0.
The local orientation spreads seen in individual T.K. patterns is again
smaller in the parent grain B (3.5 in both 16 and 18)
than in the invaded grain A (5.5 in 2 and 5 in 3 and
4).
It can be seen from Figure 10b that despite the
larger local spreads of the individual T.K. patterns the
total spread of the orientation of new grains 5-13, and
so presumably of the matrix regions from hich they developed, is very similar to the spread in the invaded
grain 1-4.
In the multiple SIBM in Figure lla the orientation
of the new grains 20, 21 and 22 is very close to that
of the deformed matrix 23 and 24, but 14 and 15 and more
particularly 18 and 19 were misoriented by a few degrees
from matrix position 17.
Again the local spreads of the
individual T.K. patterns in the parent grain in positions
17 and 23 were only 3
but were 5.5 to 6.5 in the invaded grain, positions 1-3, 6-7.
It was noticed however that the uninvaded regions of A (8, i0 and ii) had
smaller misorientations (3-4)
In the microstructure
shown in Figure 12a, the new grain 22 was very close to
the orientation of matrix positions 20 and 21 and new
grains 35, 36, 37 were also very close to matrix position 34.
The local spreads were again smaller in the
parent matrix (3.5 for 20, 21 and 31, 3 for 34, but
It can also be
5-5.5 for 1-8 in the invaded grain).
seen (Figures 12a and 12b) that the parent matrix grain
B is separated into two closely related regions, B and
B2, with a low-angle boundary (6 between 19 and 24, 7
between 20 and 25). This is very similar to the structure seen for AI and A2 in igure 9a. The most striking
example of groups of slightly misoriented matrix grains
is shown in Figure 13a where there are 4 separate regions
divided by low-angle grain boundaries. Two hypotheses
for this phenomenon are available. The first is that
this structure results from polygonization along the
lines of deformation bands--that is, the 4 regions were
a single crystal before deformation.
The second hypothesis is that these were separate grains with only
small misorientations between them b2oe deformation
and that this arrangement of grains arose from ea

,
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Figure 10a. The partially recrystallized structure
obtained by annealing iron rolled 40% at 500C for
1 hour.

.D.

grain A, 1--4
grain B, 14--22
new grains, 5--13

Figure 10b. The stereographic projection of the (ii0)
poles from the T.K. patterns from the positions shown
in Figure 10a.
The positions marked "grain B" show
the limits of the spread of (ii0) poles in the parent
grain B.
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Figure lla. The partially recrystallized structure
obtained by annealing iron rolled 40% at 500C for
1 hour.

"....."

.C.

grain
grain

[] new

A, 1--9
B, 10--13, 17, 23--33
grains, 14--16, 18--22

Figure llb. The stereographic projection of the (ll0
poles from the T.K. patterns from the positions shown
in Figure lla. The positions marked "grain B" show
the limits of the spread of (ii0) poles in the parent
grain B.
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Figure 12a. The partially recrystallized structuore
obtained by annealing iron rolled 40% at 500C for
1 hour.

:"’ grain A, 1--12
grain BI, 13- 20
grain B2, 23-34,’38
[-] new grains, 22, 35-- 37

(

Figure 12b. The stereographic projections of the (ll0)
poles from the T.K. patterns from the positions shown
in Figure 12a. The two parent grains B and B2 have
very similar orientations and the positions marked B
and B2 show the limits of the spreads of the (ii0)
poles in these grains.
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Figure 13a. The structure of materia.l rolled 40%
and annealed at 500C for 1 hour.

0

(]

0

1--10
11--17
18--24

Figure 13b. The stereographic projections of the
(ii0) poles from the T.K. patterns from the regions
shown in Figure 13a. All 4 "sub-grains" are similarly oriented.
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deformation and annealing cycles by multiple nucleation
from a single "grandparent" grain. This second hypothesis
has already been advanced by Bellier and Doherty 7 for
aluminium. As seen in Figure 13b, although 9 and i0 on
either side of the low-angle boundary are misoriented by
12 and 9 and 12 also by i0
ii and 12 on the same side
of the boundary are misoriented by 13o--this does not
appear to be characteristic of the type of deformation
bands seen in unannealed material in Figures 4-7; moreover if a polygonised sub-boundary can form on annealing
between 9 and i0 it is not clear why one has not formed
between ii and 12. These findings point in the direction
of the second hypothesis.
After annealing for 2 hours, multiple SIBM was again
found (Figure 14a) with the new grains all very close to
the orientation of matrix positions 9 and i0, though someThe local
what further from the orientation of 9 and i0.
spreads of orientation on the individual T.K. patterns
were again somewhat larger in the invaded grain than in
for 9 and i0 and 4 for 2 and 7).
the parent grain (3.5
The 2-hour anneal revealed the only example seen of nucleation inside a grain at a deformation band, Figure 15a.
The small matrix grain has been split into 2 orientations
AI and A2, Figure 15b. The new grains 5 and 6 are within
the spread of region A2 and the new grains 7, 8, 9, i0
are within the spread of the other region At, and this
gives the type of "two-way" equivalent of SIBM at a deformation band (instead of a grain boundary) originally
found in deformed aluminium. 7’9
It can be seen that the orientation spreads in the
matrix grain A appear larger across a single deformation
band than those seen in ,the earlier examples. Between
the adjacent new grains 6 and 7 there was a misorientation of 27 and, unlike the earlier examples, there is
an orientation "gap" between the two regions. Such discontinuities in orientation spreads were characteristic
of aluminium sufficiently deformed (40% by compression)
for copious deformation band nucleation and were absent
when the deformation was less.
However, some caution is
needed in accepting the suggestion that the deformation
band here is significantly more developed than the average, since much of the grain has already been consumed
by the recrystallized grains and, moreover, matrix positions 2 in A2 and 13 in A are only misoriented by i0
One other point should be noticed: between 4 and ii on
either side of the orientation divide (misorientation
14 ) there is no sign of a polygonised low-angle boundary developing. This lends strong support to the idea
that the low-angle boundaries seen earlier, in Figures
9, 12 and 13, are not due to polygonisation on annealing
but are inherited from the microstructure before deformation.

,

.
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Fgure 14a. The partially recrystallized structure
obtained by annealing iron rolled 40% at 500C for
2 hours.

grain A, 20--26
grain B, 1, 2, 7, 9,10, 12--19
new grains, 3--6, 8, 11

Figure 14b. The stereographic projection of the (ii0
poles from the T.K. patterns from the positions shown
in Figure 14a. The positions marked "grain B" show
the limits of the spread of the (ii0) poles in the
parent grain B.
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Figure 15a. The partially recrystallized structure
obtained by annealing iron rolled 40% at 500C for
2 hours.

(,
(
[]

grain A2, 11--15
grain At, 1--4
new grains, 5--10

Figure 15b. The stereographic projections of the (ll0)
poles from the T.K. patterns obtained from positions
1-15 in the small grain A. The grain has been divided
by a deformation band into two separate orientations,
regions A and A2. New grains 5 and 6 have orientations within the spread of Al and the new grains 5-10
are within the spread of A2.
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DISCUSSION
Moderate deformation (40%) of high purity iron by
rolling leads to large spreads of orientation in individual grains, often with sharp changes across deformation
bands.
The deformation bands found here, however, are
less commonly seen, have smaller misorientations, and
are less discontinuous than those found in aluminium deformed 40% by compression. 7 Annealing the deformed iron
leads to nucleation predominantly by grain-boundary SIBM
and only on one occasion by nucleation at a deformation
This again is in contrast to the
band inside a grain.
annealing behaviour of the 40% compressed aluminium where
nucleation was predominantly by deformation band nucleation. This predominance of SIBM is likely to be at
least partially due to the smaller and more continuous
nature of the deformation bands found in iron.
An interesting observation that can be seen in the
stereographic projections (Figures 8b to 12b and 14b)
and is summarised in Figure 16 is that all the nuade
grab.n8 had rolling planes close to (iii). This is an
orientation already reported Is to have the largest values
of stored energy in iron after deformation by rolling.

111

100

110

Figure 16. The stereographic diagram showing plot
in the spreads of orientation of the rolling planes
for the new grains and the invaded grains for the
SIBM process seen in photographs 8 to 12 and 14.
The higher values of stored energy in (lll) crystals are
supported by the discovery in this study that deformed
grains with (iii) close to the rolling plane had large
lool spreads of orientation seen on the individual T.K.
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patterns. However, the total spreads of orientation in
these (iii) grains is less than in other grains which
show deformation band, Figure 5.
It can also be seen that the orientation of the new
grains, and therefore of the deformed grains from which
they developed, is not random but is close to (112-114).
This type of orientation is also found in the grains showing deformation banding (Figure 17). It is tempting to

111

100

110

Fig. 4a, b, 2,3,4,7,8,9,10,13,14,15
Fig. 4a, b, 37, 38, 48, 49

Fig. 5a, b, 1,2,3,4,5,6, 7

Fig. 5a, b, 15,16, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 29, 30, 31
Fig. 6a, b,

Fig. 7a, b,

22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30
1,5, 9, 14,15, 25, 41, 44, 46

Figure 17. The stereographic diagram showing split
in spreads of orientation of rolling planes in the
deformation grains with deformation bands seen in
Figures 7 to 7.
conclude from this that deformation bands in the parent
grain are essential to the development of SIBM, as was
found in aluminium 9,1 where subgrain coalescence was
seen at the junction of deformation bands and grain
boundaries.
Such coalescence gave rise to large subgrains which then had a sufficient size advantage to invade the neighbouring grain. 16 Although subgrain coalescence at grain boundaries in deformed iron
has been
reported, there is little sign of it occurring in this
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There was in fact no apparent sign of deforma.tionstudy.
banding in those parent grains that grew into their neighbouring grains. Furthermore, there appears to be a heterogeneity of stored energy between different grains,
which allowed (iii) grains to be readily consumed. Given
this heterogeneity produced by deformation, there may be
no need to await a heterogeneity of subgrain size produced by annealing processes before SIBM can occur as was
found necessary in aluminium. 9,1 However, details of
microstructural change at the subgrain level need a technique such as transmission electron microscopy and
Kikuchi diffraction for their direct evaluation. 9, I
Although the orientation of the rolling plane appears to be of great importance in determining the annealing response of grains, the orientation of the rolling direction (Figure 18) seems less significant. It is

111

invaded grains

100

/
110

Figure 18. The stereographic diagram showing plot
in spreads of orientation directions for the new
grains and the invaded grains for SIBM process seen
in Figures 8 to 12 and 14.

noticeable, though, that the invaded (iii) grains did
not include those with a [i[0] rolling direction (the
orientation of deformed grain II in Figure 5a); this
kind of grain was found by Dillamore e t aZ. is to contain
somewhat less stored energy than other (iii) grains with
different rolling directions, e.g. [ii-]
CONCLUSIONS
The T.K. technique, optimized for thin specimens,
i.
is capable of giving detailed information on the microstructure of deformed iron. It appears to fill an
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important gap in experimental technique between conventional texture studies which have no microstructural content and TEM which samples only a minute volume of deformed material.
2. Large misorientations are produced in individual
grains in iron by 40% reduction of thickness by rolling,
and many grains develop deformation bands.
3. Nucleation on annealing occurs by SIBM into
grains with a (iii) rolling plane. No evidence could be
found that in this study deformation bands played any
important role in stimulating SIBM.
4. Only one example of intragranular nucleation
at deformation bands could be found. The lower importance of this type of nucleation, compared to its prevalence in aluminium deformed 40% by compression, can be
correlated with smaller and more continuous misorientation across deformation bands in iron.
It is now known yet whether the differences
5.
noted in (4) are due to the change of metal or the different deformation mode.
Studies on iron deformed 40%
by compression will be reported later.
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